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Abstract 
Batten, L.M., A characterization of finite linear spaces on v points, a2 <v <( n + l)‘, and b = n2 + n + 3 
lines, n > 10, Discrete Mathematics 118 (1993) 1-9. 
Characterizations of finite linear spaces on G‘ points, n* <v <(n + 1)2 and b = nz + n + 1 lines, and on 
c’ points, n2 < v <(PI + 1)’ and b = n2 + n + 2 lines have been given by de Witte (unpublished), Stinson 
(1983) and Batten (1980). Here we extend such a characterization to include the case b = n2 + n + 3. 
We show that if n > 10, then, if it is not a near-pencil, the space is an affine plane of order n less up to 
three points, with three additional ‘points at infinity’, and three lines, each of size two, on these 
points. 
1. The history 
A (jinite) linear space is a pair S = (P, L), where P is a finite set of elements called 
points and L a set of subsets of P, each of size at least two, called lines such that any 
two distinct points p and q are in (on) a unique line, denoted by pq. 
We introduce the following notation. The letters u and b denote 1PI and 1 LI 
respectively. For any point p and line I, b(p) and u(I) denote the number of lines on p, 
the number of points on 1. A point on r lines and a line on k points are also referred to 
as an r-point and a k-line. 
A linear space on v points and b lines is said to be restricted if (b-u)’ < u. 
A projective plane of order n > 2 is a linear space on n2 + n + 1 points in which each 
line has n + 1 points. It follows that each point is on n + 1 lines and b = u. 
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An afine plane of order n > 2 is a linear space on n2 points in which each line has 
n points. It follows that each point is on n + 1 lines and b = n2 + n. 
A near-pencil is a linear space in which v = b and for some line 1 v( 1) = v - 1. 
Let S be a linear space on v points and let n be the unique integer such that 
n2<v<(n+1)‘. 
In the early 1970s de Witte proved, in a manuscript remaining unpublished due to 
his death [9], that b bn2 +n + 1 if and only if S is a near-pencil or embeds in 
a projective plane of order n. This was reproved by Stinson in 1982 [6]. 
In 1983, Stinson ‘extended’ this result to cover the case b = n2 + n + 2. He showed 
that if n2 + 1 d v < n2 + n + 1 then n < 3 [7]. In this case there is only a handful of easily 
computable examples. 
Since v< b in any finite linear space [3] the only cases not covered by Stinson [7] 
are v=n2 and v=n2 +n+2. However, if v= b=n2+n+2, then it follows from 
the results in [3] that S is a near-pencil. The case v=n2 was completed recently by 
Batten [2]. 
In this paper we tackle the case n<v <(n-t 1)2 and b=n2 +n+ 3 and give a com- 
plete characterization of such spaces for na 10. We prove the following result. 
Theorem 1.1. Let S =( P, L) be afinite linear space on v points. Let n > 10 be the unique 
integer such that n2 < v <(n+ 1)2. If b=n2 +n + 3, and S is not a near-pencil, then 
S must be the following: 
an afine plane of order n less 0,1,2 or 3 points, with 3 additional ‘points at 
infinity’, and 3 lines, each of size 2, on these 3 points. 
Note that this is an example even for n< 10 as long as no line is removed when 
deleting points from the affine plane. 
2. Results needed 
We shall make use of the following theorems as well as the two short lemmas cited 
at the end of this section. 
Theorem 2.1 (de Witte [9] or Stinson [6]). Let S be ajnite linear space, not a near- 
pencil, on n2 ~2: <(n + 1)2 points. Then S embeds in a projective plane of order n tf and 
only tfb<n’+n+l. 
Theorem 2.2 (Totten [S]). Let S be a restricted linear space. Then S is one of the 
following: 
(a) a near-pencil, 
(b) an a&fine plane of order n, 
(c) an afJine plane of order n with one point at infinity and 0 or 1 point of the affine 
plane deleted, 
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(d) a projective plane of order n with at most n points, but no line, deleted, 
(e) a simply or projectively inflated afine plane (see [S]), 
(f) the unique linear space with v=6, a single 4line and a single 3-line. 
Theorem 2.3 (Batten Cl]). Let S be a finite linear space with v<n2 points and line 
range {n - 1, n, n + 1). Then if n > 8, S embeds in a projective plane of order n - 2, n - 1 or 
n, or is one of the following: 
(a) a projective plane of order n + 1 less three lines and all their points, or perhaps 
retaining one of these points, not the point of intersection, if these are concurrent, 
(b) one of a short list of exceptional cases on 11,12,13 or 46 points. 
Theorem 2.4 (Stinson [7]). The only finite linear space with v points, n2 + 1 <v< 
n2+n+1, n33, and b=n2+n+2 lines has n=3, v=lO, b=14. 
Theorem 2.5 (Metsch [4]). Let S be a finite linear space with v>n2 -n/6, 
b = n2 + n + 1 and b(p) = n + 1 for all points p, n > 1. Then S embeds in a projective plane 
of order n. Moreover, the embedding is unique up to isomorphism. 
Theorem 2.6 (Metsch [S]). Let S be a finite linear space in which b <v+ b(p)-2 for 
some point p. Then one of the following cases occurs: 
(a) S is a projective plane of order b(p)- 1 less b-v points, and p is any point, 
(b) S is a near-pencil, 
(c) S is a projective plane or a near-pencil with one additional point, p, added to some 
line, and the necessary 2-point lines added. 
(d) S is an a&e plane of order b(p)- 1 with one point at infinity, p not the point at 
in$nity, 
(e) S is an ‘s-fold inflated projective plane of order n’, 1 <s<n. (see [S] for the 
definition). 
Theorem 2.7 (Batten [2]). Let S be a finite linear space in which v=n2 and 
b=n2+n+2. Then n<4. 
Lemma 2.8. CIE,v(l)(v(l)- l)=v(v- 1). 
Lemma 2.9. &,,rb(p)(b(p)-l)<b(b-1). 
Both lemmas follow from easy arguments counting pairs of lines or points in two 
ways. 
3. The proof 
We have n2<v<b=n2+n+3, 
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If n2 + 3 <v, then b- v<n and so S is a restricted linear space. By Totten’s 
classification, Theorem 2.2, S is as in the theorem. 
Thus, henceforth, we need to consider only the three cases v=n2, n2 + 1 and 
n2+2. 
Case A: v=n’. 
If b-v = n + 3 < b(p)-2 for some point p, then by Theorem 2.6, S is as in the 
theorem. So b(p) d n + 4 for all points p. It follows that v( 1) d n + 4 for all lines 1, and 
consequently, counting v at a fixed point, 
n-26b(p)dn+4 and v(l)dn+4 
for all points p and lines 1. 
Suppose now b(q) = n - 2 for some point q; then any line not on q has at most n - 2 
points, which leads to a contradiction using Lemma 2.8, for n 2 2. 
Similarly, there is no (n - 1)-point for n 3 5. 
Now n < b(p) < H + 4 for all points p. 
Suppose there is an (n + 3)- or an (n +4)-line 1. Then each point off 1 is on n + 3 or 
n + 4 lines. Using Lemma 2.9, we reach a contradiction for n > 3. 
Hence, v(I) d n + 2 for all lines 1. 
(i) Suppose now that there is an n-point p. Counting v at p, there must be an (n + l)- 
or (n +2)-line on p. But clearly any such line must be on p. Thus, if there is a second 
n-point, the line pq is the unique (n + l)- or (n + 2)-line in the space. Counting v at 
p once again, we now obtain n2 = v <(n - l)(n - 1) + n + 2 = n2 -n + 3, a contradiction 
for n>4. 
Hence, p is a unique n-point. 
Suppose there is an (n + 2)-line I on p. Then at least n + (n + 1)n = n2 + 2n lines meet 1, 
a contradiction to b = n2 + n + 3 if n > 4. 
So v( 1) <n + 1 for all lines 1, and p is on at least one (n + 1)-line. It follows that p is on 
precisely one n-line and n- 1 (n+ 1)-lines. 
For n 2 3, each point q # p misses some (n + 1)-line, and so b(q) 3 n + 1. Now since 
b = n2 + n + 3, it is fairly easy to see that there are at most three lines which do not meet 
every (n+ 1)-line, and consequently any such line has just two points. One can now 
argue that points of size n + 2, n + 3, n + 4 cannot exist, yielding a final contradiction 
by counting b. 
(ii) We suppose that n+ 1 < b(p)<n+4 for all points p. 
If an (n +2)-line exists, then at least (n + 2)n + 1 lines meet it, which is a contradiction 
for n 3 3. Hence, v(l) <n + 1 for all 1. 
We suppose now that there exists an (n +4)-point p. If there is also an (n + 1)-line, we 
obtain the contradiction b >(n + 1)n + 1 + 3. So v( 1) <n for all 1. 
By Lemma 2.9, there exists an (n + 1)-point x. All lines on x are n-lines. At least 
n2 +4 lines meet xp. For any y$xp, the n- 1 points of xy\ {x} are each on at least one 
line missing xp. So b=n2+n+3an2+4+(n-1)=n2+n+3. It follows that each 
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point of xy is an (n + 1)-point. Since y is an arbitrary point not on xp, we now see that 
each line on p is an n-line which gives a contradiction. 
From here on, we assume 
n + 1 <b(p) < n + 3 and u( 1) <n + 1 for all points p and lines 1. 
(iii) Suppose that there are no (n + 1)-lines. Let x be a non-(n + 1)-point. Let it be on 
a n-lines and c non-n-lines. Since an (n + 1)-point and a non-(n+ 1)-point must be 
joined by an n-line, we may suppose n 3 a 3 1. Counting c’, c 3 2. Let h be a non-n-line 
on x, and 1 an n-line. Each point of h\l is on at least two lines missing 1, and since 
at least n2+2 lines meet I, we have 2(lhl-l)<n+l. So a(n-l)+c(n+1)/23 
n2-1, leading to (n+3)(n+l)+a(n_3)3(a+c)(n+ l)+u(n-3)>2n2-2, and so a3 
n - 1 - 8/(n - 3) which implies a 2 n - 2 and c < 5. 
Since the above argument holds for any non-(n + 1)-point, and since c 3 2, it follows 
that any non-n-line has at most five points. Repeating the above counting yields the 
contradiction a>,n+l if a+c=n+2, and u>n if u+c=n+3. Therefore, u=n and 
c= 3. This implies that each non-n-line has at most three points, and so 
u = n2 < n(n - 1) + 6 + 1, or n < 7, a final contradiction. 
(iv) Finally, suppose that (n + 1)-lines do exist. At least n2 +n + 1 lines meet any 
such line. It follows that not all points can be (n+ 1)-points. 
(a) If some (n + 1)-line I meets all lines, then all points of S are (n + 1)-points except 
for a single (n +3)-point on I or for two (n +2)-points on 1. Suppose first that S contains 
no (n+ 1)-point on only n-lines. Then every (n + 1)-point is on at least one (n + l)- 
line. In this case, since a non-(n + 1)-point cannot be just on (n + 1)-lines, we can find an 
(n + 1)-line 1’ missing one of the non-(n + 1)-points x on 1. It follows that each point of 
the line on x missing 1’ is an (n +2)-point, which is a contradiction. So we may assume 
that some (n+ 1)-point x is on only n-lines. 
If 1 contains a unique (n + 3)-point p, the line xp induces a partition of S into n + 1 
lines. (Each point of l\{p} is on a unique line of this partition.) Introducing a new 
‘point at infinity’ y corresponding to this partition, and at the same time deleting p, 
and the lines of size 2 on p, we obtain a new linear space S’ with v’ = n2, b’ < n2 + n + 3 
and b’(q) d n + 1 for all q in S’. If b’ d n2 + n + 1, Theorem 2.1 gives an embedding into 
a finite projective plane of order n. In this case, there are at least two n-points (formerly 
joined by 2-lines to p) in the projective plane less n + 1 points, which is not possible. If 
b’ = n2 + n + 2, there is one n-point in S’. It must be on n - 1 (n + 1)-lines and one n-line. 
Using the n-line to generate yet another partition, we obtain a linear space S* with 
b* = n2 + n + 2 and v* = n2 + 1. By Theorem 2.5, this does not exist if n > 4. And if 
b’ = n2 + n + 3 then b’(q) = n + 1 for all points q, contradicting our earlier comment that 
not all points could be (n+ I)-points for these values of b’ and u’ when (n+ 1)-lines 
exist. 
So now assume that 1 contains precisely two (n +2)-points p and q. If some 
(n + 1)-line misses p or q, we obtain a contradiction as above. So 1 is the unique 
(n + 1)-line. Then all points of S\ 1 are on precisely n + 1 n-lines. Hence, p (and q) is on 
one (n + 1)-line and n + 1 n-lines, contradicting 2: = n2. 
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(b) We now assume that every (n + 1)-line is missed by some line. So no (n + 1)-line 
is on an (n + 3)-point, and an (n + 1)-line contains at most one (n + 2)-point. 
Consider first the case of an (n + I)-line 1 on a single (n +2)-point p, and so with 
a single line h missing it. The points of h are necessarily (n + 2)-points. Let 4 be an 
(n + 1)-point on 1, and suppose 4 lies on an (n + 1)-line 1’ # 1. The unique line on 
p missing 1’ must take the form {p,x}, xEh, forcing x to be on at least n+ 3 lines if 
l’nh=@ So let l’nh= {y}. If h contains a third point z, then the line on z missing 1 
must be {p, z}, forcing p to be on too many lines, and a contradiction. Thus, there are 
precisely three (n+2)-points: p, x,y. The point x is on precisely two 2-lines, as 
otherwise we contradict u=n’. Delete x to form a new linear space S’ in which 
u’ = n2 - 1, b’ = n2 + n + 1, and each point is on precisely n + 1 lines. By Theorem 2.5, S’ 
embeds in a projective plane of order n. It is now not difficult to see that the only 
possibility for S is as described in the theorem. 
We may now assume that all (n + 1)-lines are on p. It follows that any (n + 1)-point is 
on y1+ 1 n-lines, or is on 1 (n + 1)-line, n - 1 n-lines and 1 (n ~ I)-line. Hence, p can only 
be on lines of size n + 1, n or two, lines of size two arising from other (n + 2)-points. Let 
a be the number of 2-lines on p, and c the number of n-lines on p. This leads, counting 
u, to 2n + 1 =u(n - l)+c. Hence, a <2. The values a=0 and 1 lead to c too large. 
Therefore, a = 2 and c = 3. Let x be on h such that 1 px I= 2. Then x is on no (n + I)-line, 
and so is on n n-lines, 1 (n- 1)-line and 1 24ine. It follows that v(h)= n or n- 1. 
Remove p to form a new linear space S’ in which all lines have size n- 1 or n, 
v’=n2-1, b’=n2+n+l. Note that S’ contains u(h)-2>0 (n+2)-points. By 
Theorem 2.3, S’ does not exist. 
We may, in the last case, suppose that all points of each (n+ I)-line are (n+ l)- 
points. Using this and the fact that b = n2 + n + 3, there are precisely two lines h and h’ 
which miss all (n + l)-lines. Suppose that some point ychuh’ is on a 2-line different 
from h, h’. We may label this line yp, p an (n + l)-point, as all lines except h and h’ meet 
an (n + 1)-line. Counting points at p implies that p is on at least n - 2 (n + I)-lines and 
consequently u(h), u( h’) < 3. Counting points at y, we obtain the contradiction n 66. 
An easy counting argument shows that each of h, h’ is met by some n-line. (In fact, it 
is easy to see that any point of (huh’)\(hnh’) is on at least three n-lines.) Suppose the 
n-line I meets h. Counting lines meeting h and I yields o(h)<(n+3)/2. Similarly, 
v(h’)<(n+3)/2. 
We show first that some n-line misses huh’. Suppose not. Fix an n-line 1. If all n-lines 
meet 1, each element of the partition of the point set induced by 1 on S\(huh’) has at 
most n - 1 points. Since there are n + 1 elements of this partition (as (n + 1)-lines exist), 
and since at least one point of huh’ corresponds to two elements of the partition, we 
obtain the contradiction n2 = v < n + n(n - 1) - 1. 
So suppose that 1 and I’ are disjoint n-lines. If 1 meets h but not h’, and 1’ meets h’ but 
not h (the argument is symmetric), we argue as follows. Let ych\l. Then y is on two 
lines missing 1, at least one of which meets I’. Let ion y miss 1 and meet I’ in z. Now z is 
on at least n+2 lines and is therefore on h or h’. Clearly, z$h. So zeh’ and is an 
(n + 3)-point, a contradiction. 
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Suppose then that 1 and 1’ both meet h. Let yel’nh. There is a line r#/I on y missing 
1. Let z be an (n+ 1)-point of r Then z is on a line missing 1’, but meeting 1 in 
a non-(n + 1)-point. It follows that j has at most two (n + 1)-points. Now count c’ 
at y. We obtain n’dn(n-l)+v(h)+v(l”)-1dn2-n+(n+3)/2+3, or n69, a 
contradiction. 
We may now assume that 1 is a fixed n-line missing huh’. 
If hnh’ #@, suppose that neither h nor h’ is a 2-line. If hnh’ =@, suppose that not 
both h and h’ are 2-lines. In either case, delete a point x of huh’ in such a way as to 
leave two lines of non-(n + 1)-points, and choosing x to be hnh’ if this exists. Then use 
1 to induce a partition of the points of S\(x) ( consisting of 1 and those lines # h, h’ 
which miss 1) and using this, introduce a new (n + I)-point. The resulting linear space 
S’ has n2 points and n2 +n+ 3 lines, and fewer non-(n+ 1)-points than S has. If S 
contains an (n+ 1)-line, we repeat the arguments of case (iv): case (a) leads to 
a contradiction; case (b) to a linear space in which hnh’ #@ and h and h’ are 2-lines. In 
any case, we may continue the above procedure until finally we obtain a linear space 
S* in which hnh’ #0 and one of h, h’ is a 2-line, or in which each of h, h’ has two points. 
Suppose without loss of generality that h is a 2-line, and let xEh\h’. Then x has 
degree n + 2 and, counting u at x, h is the only 2-line on x. Use an n-line I missing both 
h and h’, to induce a partition of the points of S\(x) as above, and hence introduce 
a new point. At the same time, delete x and h. We obtain a linear space on n2 points 
and n2 +n+2 lines which does not exist by Theorem 2.7. 
Case B: v=n’+ 1. 
If b-u= n+2<b(p)-2 for some point p, then by Theorem 2.6, S is as in the 
theorem. So suppose b(p)<n + 3 for all points p. It follows that v(l)<n+ 3 for all 
lines 1, and consequently, counting v at a fixed point, 
n-l<b(p)<n+3 and v(l)<n+3 
for all points p and lines 1. 
Suppose b(q)= n- 1 for some point q. Then v(l)< n- 1 for all lines not on q. 
Applying Lemma 2.8 leads to a contradiction. 
Any (n + 3)-line now meets at least n2 + 2n - 2 lines, a contradiction if n > 6. 
Suppose there exists an n-point p. If p is unique and on an (n + 2)-line, counting lines 
meeting the (n +2)-line produces the contradiction b > n2 + 2n. If p is not a unique 
n-point, then there is at most one (n+2)-line. In this case, and in the case where p is 
unique and on no (n + 2)-line, all lines on p have at least n points. Remove p to form 
a linear space s’ in which v’ = n2 and b’ = n2 + n + 3. By case A, s’ does not exist. 
Thus, b(p)>n + 1 for all points p. If 1 is an (n +2)-line, counting lines meeting 
1 yields the contradiction b > n2 + 2n + 1. 
If (n+ 1)-points do not exist, applying Lemma 2.9 leads to a contradiction. If 
(n + I)-lines do not exist, counting points at an (n + 1)-point results in the contradic- 
tion n2+1=v<(n+l)(n-l)+l. 
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So, fix an (n + 1)-line 1. At most two lines miss 1. Delete a single (n + 1)-point of 1 to 
obtain a linear space S’ with v’ = n2 and b’ < n2 + n + 3. 
If b’ = n2 + n + 3, applying case A implies that S is as in the theorem. 
If b’ = n2 + n + 2, Theorem 2.7 gives a contradiction. 
If b’ < n2 + n + 1, we apply Theorem 2.1 to get an embedding of S’ into a projective 
plane of order n. However, this implies that S’ has no (n+2)- or (n+ 3)-points. It 
follows that in S. each point of 1 is an (n + 1)-point and two lines, say h and h’ miss 1, 
each point of h, h’ being an (n + 2)- or (n + 3)-point. Since deleting a point p of 1 results 
in all points of huh’ losing a line, it follows that v(px)= 2 for all x~huh’. Thus, p is on 
at least three 2-lines, and b(p)> n+4 in S, a contradiction. 
Case C: v=n’+2. 
If b -u = n + 16 b(p) - 2 for some point p, then by Theorem 2.6, S is as described in 
our theorem. So suppose b(p)<n+2 for all points p. Consequently, 
v(l)<n+2 and n<b(p)<n+2 
for all lines 1 and points p. 
If there is an (n +2)-line, then all points off it are (n+2)-points. 
Suppose there exists an n-point p. If p is unique and on an (n + 2)-line, counting lines 
meeting the (n+2)-line produces the contradiction b>n2+2n. If p is not a unique 
n-point, then there is at most one (n+2)-line. In this case, and in the case where p is 
unique and on no (n+2)-line, all lines on p have at least n points. Remove p to form 
a linear space S’ in which u’ = n2 + 1 and b’= n2 + n + 3. By case B, S’ is as in the 
theorem, and S does not exist. 
Thus, b(p) > n + 1 for all points p. If 1 is an (n +2)-line, counting lines meeting 1 now 
yields the contradiction b B n2 + 2n + 1. 
We claim now that (n + l)-lines exist. Otherwise, counting u at a possible (n + l)- 
point yields the contradiction n2 + 2 <(n + l)(n - l)+ 1. So all points must be (n + 2)- 
points. Lemma 2.9 now induces a second contradiction. 
Finally, fix an (n+ 1)-line 1. At most two lines miss 1. Delete a single point of 1 to 
induce a new linear space S’ with v’ = n2 + 1 and b’ < n2 + n + 3. 
If b’= n2 + n + 3, we apply case B to obtain S’ is as in the theorem. It follows that S is 
as in the theorem also. 
If b’ = n2 + n + 2, Theorem 2.3 implies that n < 3, and thus a contradiction. 
If b’ < n2 + n + 1, we apply de Witte to get an embedding of S’ into a projective plane 
of order n. Arguing as in case B yields a contradiction. 
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